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With the growing complexity in consumer embedded products, new tendencies forecast heterogeneous Multi-Processor Systems-
On-Chip (MPSoCs) consisting of complex integrated components communicating with each other at very high-speed rates.
Intercommunication requirements of MPSoCs made of hundreds of cores will not be feasible using a single shared bus or a hierarchy
of buses due to their poor scalability with system size, their shared bandwidth between all the attached cores and the energy efﬁciency
requirements of ﬁnal products.
To overcome these problems of scalability and complexity, Networks-On-Chip (NoCs) have been proposed as a promising replacement
to eliminate many of the overheads of buses and MPSoCs connected by means of general-purpose communication architectures.
However, the development of application-speciﬁc NoCs for MPSoCs is a complex engineering process that involves the deﬁnition of
suitable protocols and topologies of switches, and which demands adequate design ﬂows to minimize design time and effort. In fact, the
development of suitable high-level design and synthesis tools for NoC-based interconnects is a key element to beneﬁt from NoC-based
interconnect design in nanometer-scale CMOS technologies.
In this article we overview the beneﬁts of state-of-the-art NoCs using a complete NoC synthesis ﬂow, and a detailed scalability analysis
of different NoC implementations for the latest nanometer-scale technology nodes. We present NoC-based solutions for the on-chip
interconnects of MPSoCs that illustrate the beneﬁts of competitive application-speciﬁc NoCs with respect to more regular NoC
topologies regarding performance, area and power. Moreover, we show that it is currently feasible to synthesize in an automatic way a
complete custom NoC interconnect from a high-level speciﬁcation in few hours. Finally, we summarize future research challenges in the
area of NoC interconnect design automation.
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In the last years there has been an increase in
computation requirements for embedded systems due to
the increasing complexity of new communication and
multimedia standards. This has fostered the development
of high-performance embedded platforms that can handle
the computational requirements of recent complex algo-
rithms, which cannot be executed in traditional embedded
mono-processor architectures.
In addition, the continuous time-to-market pressure for
consumer embedded devices has made it impossible for a
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new product needs to be developed. Due to all these
requirements, Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC)
architectures have become a very attractive solution for the
new consumer multimedia embedded market [1]. As a
matter of fact, some platforms from the major semicon-
ductor vendors (e.g., Philips Nexperia [2], TI OMAP [3] or
ST Nomadik [4]) are already available today exemplifying
these paradigms in heterogeneous platforms.
Although MPSoCs promise to signiﬁcantly improve the
processing capabilities and versatility of embedded sys-
tems, one major problem in their current and future design
is the effectiveness of the interconnection mechanisms
between the internal components, as the amount of
components grows with each new technological node.
Bus-based designs are not able to cope with the hetero-
geneous and demanding communication requirements of
MPSoCs. Moreover, as the semiconductor industry reaches
deep sub-micron technologies [5], power density and
process variations become critical design concerns for
embedded systems as well; thus, predictability in the design
of on-chip interconnects is becoming as important as the
provided bandwidth. Hence, new paradigms and meth-
odologies that can design power-effective and reliable
interconnects for MPSoCs are a must nowadays.
Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) have been suggested as a
promising solution to the aforementioned scalability
problem of forthcoming MPSoCs [6,7]. NoCs build on
top of the latest evolutions of bus architectures in terms of
advanced protocols and topology design, and, by bringing
packet-based communication paradigms to the on-chip
domain, they address many of the upcoming issues of
interconnect fabric design better than buses [8]. For
example, wire lengths can be controlled by matching
network topology with physical constraints; bandwidth
can be boosted simply by increasing the number of links
and switches. Furthermore, compared to irregular, bridge-
based assemblies of clusters of processing elements, NoCs
also help in tackling design complexity and veriﬁcation
issues [9,10].
Using NoCs the interconnect structure and wiring
complexity can be controlled well. When the interconnect
is structured, the number of timing violations that occur
during the physical design (ﬂoorplanning and wire routing)
phase are minimal. Such design predictability is critical for
today’s MPSoCs to achieve timing closure. It leads to
faster design cycle, reduction in the number of design
re-spins and faster time-to-market. As the wire delay as a
fraction of gate delay is increasing with each technological
generation, having shorter wires is even more important for
future MPSoCs. Early works on NoC topology design
assumed that using regular topologies, such as meshes, like
those that have been used in macro-networks, would lead
to regular and predictable layouts [10,11]. While this may
be true for designs with homogeneous processing cores and
memories, it is not true for most MPSoCs as they are
typically composed of heterogeneous cores and regulartopologies result in poor performance, with large power
and area overhead. This is due to the fact that the core sizes
of the MPSoC are highly non-uniform and the ﬂoorplan of
the design does not match the regular, tile-based ﬂoorplan
of standard topologies [10]. Moreover, for most state-of-
the-art MPSoCs (like the Cell-Playstation III [12], Philips
Nexperia [13] or TI OMAP [3]) the system is designed with
static (or semi-static) mapping of tasks to processors and
hardware cores, and hence the communication trafﬁc
characteristics of the MPSoC can be obtained statically.
Thus, an application-speciﬁc NoC with a custom topology,
which satisﬁes the design objectives and constraints, is
critical to have efﬁcient on-chip interconnects for MPSoCs.
When designing an efﬁcient NoC architecture, satisfying
the application performance constraints is a complex
process. The design issues span several abstraction levels,
ranging from the high-level application modeling to the
physical layout-level implementation. Some of the most
important phases in designing NoCs include modeling the
application trafﬁc characteristics, synthesizing the topology
or structure of the network, setting various design
parameters (such as frequency of operation or link width),
generating the Register Transfer Level (RTL) code for the
network components and performing the physical design.
To handle the design complexity and meet the tight time-
to-market constraints, it is important to automate most of
these NoC design phases. To achieve design closure, the
different phases should also be integrated in a seamless
manner, which is not an easy challenge and opens many
commercial opportunities. In fact, three companies already
exist in this space that have started bringing the NoC
technology to commercial product, namely, Arteris [14],
Silistix [15] and iNoCs [16], and more start-ups are likely to
appear in the growing market of MPSoC on-chip inter-
connect design.
This paper tries to provide an overview of the currently
available NoC-based interconnects for next generations of
MPSoC platforms. Thus, to take into account as many key
effects as possible in our studies of NoC interconnects, we
establish a ﬂow in this work that takes our MPSoC test
platforms down to placed&routed layouts. This ﬂow allows
us to derive ﬁnal frequency, area and power ﬁgures for the
NoC blocks to perform complete studies of different
overall NoC interconnects. In our analyses and study of
on-chip interconnects we cover NoCs implemented with
the proposed design ﬂow using three different technology
libraries (130, 90 and 65 nm), such that we can provide
conclusions for a very representative part of the design
spectrum. Finally, according to our conclusions we suggest
a number of future research challenges in the area of NoC
technologies and interconnect design automation for
forthcoming MPSoC embedded platforms.
The remainder of the paper is structured in the following
way. In Section 2, we present an overview of state-of-
the-art in the area of on-chip interconnect architectures
and NoC design methods for MPSoCs. Then, Section 3
presents the architectural foundations of NoCs. Next, in
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exploration front-end to build reliable NoC-based inter-
connects for MPSoCs and Section 5 covers in detail the
back-end process necessary for suitable NoC synthesis in
latest process technologies. After this, in Section 6 we
review the characteristics of state-of-the-art NoCs using the
proposed NoC synthesis ﬂow, and perform a complete
scalability analysis of different NoC implementations for
several real-life MPSoC case studies using the latest
nanometer-scale technology nodes. Then, in Section 7 we
present an overview of possible future research challenges
that still need to be addressed in NoC interconnects to be
valid for future MPSoC designs and 3D integration
technologies. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the major
conclusions obtained from this work.
2. Related work
A signiﬁcant number of different communication fabrics
have been described in the literature. The different versions
of the ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture
(AMBA) [17], including the latest AXI [18] standard, and
the ST Microelectronics STBus [19] and Sonics MicroNet-
works [20] are examples of advanced buses that attempt to
overcome the limitations of classical shared bus architec-
tures and bridge-based assemblies of clusters of processing
elements by different methods. For instance, multiple
STBus channels can be deployed, leading to crossbars in
the extreme solution. In fact, most of these bus solutions
are getting very similar in their parallel multi-channel
architectures for shared on-chip communication to the
packet-based interconnects promoted by the NoC para-
digm. Thus, making the differentiation between both
paradigms for on-chip interconnects, traditionally differ-
entiated, become almost inexistent.
Up to today several researchers have motivated the need
for NoC-based designs as a way to tackle design complex-
ity issues [6,7,9,21,22]. Research on NoC architectures has
fostered the proposal of different ﬂow control protocols
[10,21,23], Quality of Service (QoS) provisions [24–26], and
asynchronous implementations of NoCs [27,28]. Moreover,
several start-ups already exist today that are bringing NoC
technologies into commercial products [14–16], thus, the
application of NoCs into real-life MPSoCs is already
becoming a reality.
In addition, various works in the literature exist that
explore the implications of the NoC paradigm at different
design levels trying to propose efﬁcient synthesis methods
for NoC-based interconnects and to provide coherent
comparisons with bus-based MPSoCs [8,11,29]. NoC
layouts for Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
are presented in [30–33], a test chip is shown in [34], and
different implementations of NoCs on Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are provided by [35,36].
Moreover, the design of application-speciﬁc NoC
architectures for known communication patterns has been
addressed in [37–41]. Also, several researchers havedeveloped tool chains for designing application-speciﬁc
NoCs [21,42], while a complete Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) tool for NoC instantiation and optimization for
both regular and custom topologies can be found in [43].
Synthesis and layout results for the  pipes library of
component blocks that we leverage upon for our study of
NoC architectures are shown in [31].
3. Basic building blocks of NoC architectures
Several architectures have been proposed in the NoC
literature. However, all NoCs have three fundamental
building blocks, namely, switches (also called routers),
Network Interfaces (NIs) (also called network adapters)
and links [7,9,10]. The NoC is instantiated by deploying a
set of these components to form a topology and by
conﬁguring them in terms of buffer depth, etc. The
backbone of the NoC consists of switches, whose main
function is to route packets from sources to destinations.
Some NoCs rely on speciﬁc topological connectivity,
such as octagon [44] or ring [45], to simplify the control
logic, while others allow for arbitrary connectivity [31],
providing more ﬂexible matching to the target application.
NoCs can be based on circuit or packet switching, or a mix
of both; the former is aimed at providing hard QoS
guarantees, while the latter optimizes the efﬁciency for the
average case. When packet switching is chosen, switches
provide buffering resources to lower congestion and
improve performance. They also handle ﬂow control [10]
issues, and resolve conﬂicts among packets when they
overlap in requesting access to the same physical links.
Two of the most usual ﬂow control protocols involve
switch-to-switch communication and are retransmission-
based (i.e., packets are optimistically sent but a copy of
them is also stored by the sender, and, if the receiver is
busy, a feedback wire to request retransmission is raised) or
credit-based (i.e., the receiver constantly informs the sender
about its ability to accept data, and data are only sent when
resources are certainly available). End-to-end ﬂow control
schemes [10], where peripheral NIs directly exchange ﬂow
control information with each other, are more rarely used
because of their buffering requirements; the most common
usage scenario involves NoCs that implement circuit-
switching [21].
An NI is needed to connect each core to the NoC. NIs
convert transaction requests/responses into packets and
vice versa. Packets are then split into a sequence of FLow
control unITS (FLITS) before transmission, to decrease the
physical wire parallelism requirements. NIs are associated
in NoCs to system masters and system slaves. Many
current NoC solutions leverage static source routing, which
means that dedicated NI Look-Up Tables (LUTs) specify
the path that packets will follow in the network to reach
their ﬁnal destination. This type of routing minimizes the
complexity of the routing logic in the NoC. As an alter-
native, routing can be performed within the topology itself,
normally in an adaptive manner; however, performance
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Fig. 1. pipes NoC architectural blocks: switch (a), NI (b) and pipelined link (c).
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dom are still issues to be studied in the latter case.
In general, two different clock signals can be attached to
NIs: the ﬁrst one drives the NI front-end, the side to which
the external core is attached, and the second one drives the
NI back-end, the internal NoC side. These clocks can, in
general, be independent. This arrangement enables the
NoC to run at a different (and potentially faster) clock
than the attached cores, which is crucial to keep transac-
tion latency low.
In this work we employ the  pipes NoC library, as a
state-of-the-art NoC solution that incorporates most of the
features and effective architectural solutions that have been
proposed in NoC designs; thus, it is representative of
various reasonable design points. The  pipes NoC [31] is
an example of a highly ﬂexible library of component blocks
(see Fig. 1). The  pipes NoC can employ either ACK/
NACK (retransmission-based) or STALL/GO (credit-
based) ﬂow control protocols, using output or input
buffering, respectively, for maximum efﬁciency. Links can
be pipelined and no virtual channels are implemented, as
this allows for a much leaner implementation. Deadlocks
are avoided by construction in the deﬁnition of the routing
tables included in the NIs. Two separate NIs are deﬁned,
i.e., an initiator one (for the master cores) and a target one
(for the slave cores); a master/slave device requires an NI of
each type to be attached to it. The interface among cores
and NIs is point-to-point as deﬁned by the Open Core
Protocol (OCP) 2.0 [46] speciﬁcation used as public
interface of the NoC, guaranteeing maximum reusability
for different cores and MPSoCs.  pipes NIs support two
different clock signals, one for the OCP interface and
another one for the  pipes internal interface; the pipes
clock frequency must be an integer multiple of the OCP
one, to greatly simplify the hardware and performanceoverhead of clock synchronization. Since each core can run
at a different divider of the pipes frequency, mixed-clock
platforms are possible, which provides large ﬂexibility.
4. NoC-based interconnect design ﬂow
As explained in the previous section, a NoC consists of
three main blocks (switches, NIs and links). Then,
leveraging the pipes NoC architecture, we propose in
this section a complete design ﬂow to instantiate these
blocks and generate complete NoC topologies that can
allow us to study the large NoC implementation spectrum.
The proposed complete ﬂow for designing NoCs is
presented in Fig. 2. The tool ﬂow has three main phases
and several tools integrated together. In the ﬁrst phase or
Front-End Phase, several key NoC architectural features
are determined, such as the interconnect structure
(or topology), routing tables or path widths for each trafﬁc
ﬂow. We have developed the SunFloor tool to automate
this phase. In the intermediate phase or Architectural
Design Phase, the RTL code of the NoC architecture is
instantiated. Finally, in the Back-End Phase, the NoC is
implemented on FPGA or ASIC back-ends, and simulated
or emulated accordingly. These three phases are explained
in detail in the subsequent sections.
Before going into the methods used in the proposed ﬂow,
we present some background on NoC topology synthesis,
deadlock issues and area-power modeling aspects.
4.1. Background on NoC topology synthesis
The standard topologies (mesh, torus, etc.) that have
been used in macro-networks can result in poor perfor-
mance and have large power and area overhead when used
for heterogeneous MPSoCs. As we illustrate in this section,
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Fig. 2. Our complete NoC design ﬂow.
Table 1
Topology comparisons
Parameter Mesh Application-speciﬁc Gain
Power (mW) 301.78 79.64 74%
Hop count 2.58 1.67 35%
Total wire length (mm) 185.72 145.37 1.28
Design area (mm2) 51.0 47.68 1%
D. Atienza et al. / INTEGRATION, the VLSI journal 41 (2008) 340–359344when the interconnect can be designed in a structured
manner, like in regular topologies, the number of timing
violations that occur during the physical design (ﬂoor-
planning and wire routing) phase tend to be reduced (see
Section 5). However, the actual features of the switches
(e.g., input/output connectivity or target frequency) are key
elements to deﬁne the ﬁnal topology, and very important
additional beneﬁts in power savings and performance can
be achieved by customizing the NoCs for the actual
application patterns of each ﬁnal MPSoC. These additional
power savings and performance improvements are critical
to achieve suitable interconnects for today’s and forth-
coming MPSoCs.
As a motivating example, the network power consump-
tion (switch and link power consumption), hop count, wire
length and design area of two different NoC topologies for
a video processor MPSoC with 42 cores [43] are presented
in Table 1. The ﬁrst topology is a standard mesh, while the
second is a custom topology generated using the metho-
dology presented in this paper. The wire lengths and design
area are obtained from ﬂoorplanning of the NoC designs.
The detailed explanation of the topologies and the ﬂoor-
planning process are described later in Section 5. The
custom topology leads to a 74% reduction in network
power consumption, a 35% reduction in average hop
count, a 1:28 reduction in total length of wires, and a 1%
reduction in design area when compared to the mesh,illustrating the potential beneﬁts of application-speciﬁc
NoC designs with respect to regular topologies.
4.2. Deadlock-free NoC design
The deadlocks that can occur in NoCs can be broadly
categorized into two classes: routing-dependent deadlocks
and message-dependent deadlocks [10,38,47]. Routing-
dependent deadlocks occur when there is a cyclic depen-
dency of resources created by the packets on the various
paths in the network.
Message-dependent deadlocks occur when interactions
and dependencies are created between different message
types (e.g., requests and responses) at network endpoints,
when they share resources in the network. Even when the
underlying network is designed to be free from routing-
dependent deadlocks, the message-level deadlocks can
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system operation.
For proper system operation, it is critical to remove both
routing and message-dependent deadlocks in the network.
It is also important to achieve deadlock freedom with
minimum NoC area and power overhead. In the proposed
topology synthesis process (Section 4.4), we integrate
methods to ﬁnd paths that are free from both routing
and message-dependent deadlocks.
4.3. Area, power models for NoC components
We have built accurate analytical models for calculating
the power consumption, area and delay of the pipes
network components [48]. To get an accurate estimate of
these parameters, they are extracted from real pla-
ced&routed NoC designs. Then, the switching activity
in the network components is varied by injecting functional
trafﬁc. The capacitance, resistance and switching activity
report are combined to estimate power consumption
using Synopsys PrimeTime [49] (see Section 5 for further
details).3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Fig. 4. Impact of frequency on area and energy of a 5 5 switch for 1A large number of implementation runs were performed,
varying several parameters, such as, the number of input/
output ports, link width and amount of switching activity
at the layout level for the NoC switches. When the size of a
NoC switch increases, the size of the arbiter and the
crossbar matrix inside the switch also increases, thereby
increasing the critical path of the switch. To have accurate
delay estimates of the switches, we model the maximum
frequency that can be supported by the switches, as a
function of the switch size, presented in Fig. 3 for 130 nm
process technology.
We use linear regression to build analytical models for
the area and power consumption of the components as
a function of these parameters. Due to the intrinsic
modularity and symmetry of NoC components, the models
are very accurate (with maximum and mean error of less
than 7% and 5%, respectively) when compared to the
actual values. Power consumption on the wires is also
obtained at the layout level. As in the  pipes architecture
each core is connected to a separate NI [50], we consider
the power consumption of the NI to be part of the power
consumption of the core.
The impact of the target frequency of operation on the
area and energy consumption of an example 5 5 switch
obtained from layout-level estimates for 130 nm is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. Note that we plot the energy values
(in power/MHz) instead of the total power, so that the
inherent increase in power consumption due to an increase
in frequency is observed in the plot. When the targeted
frequency of operation is below a certain frequency,
referred to as the nominal operating frequency (around
250MHz in the plots), the area and energy values for the
switch remains the same because the switch implementa-
tion with minimal area and energy supports operation
until the nominal operating frequency. However, as the
targeted frequency increases beyond the nominal fre-
quency, the area and energy values are modeled as
increasing linearly with frequency. This is because the
synthesis tool (such as Synopsys DC [51]) tries to match the
desired high operating frequency by utilizing faster
components that have large area and energy overheads.
When performing the area and power estimates, we also0 250 500 750 1000
0.026
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30nm. (a) Impact on switch area and (b) impact on switch energy.
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Vary NoC frequency from a range
Vary link−width from a range
Vary the number of switches from one to number of cores
Synthesize the best topology with the particular
frequency, link−width, switch−count
Perform floorplan of synthesized topology, get
link power consumption, detect timing violations 
Choose topology that best optimizes user objectives 
satisfying all design constraints
Fig. 5. NoC architecture synthesis (phase 2 of design ﬂow).
Fig. 6. The MPARM SystemC virtual platform.
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switch area, power consumption.
4.4. Front-end: the SunFloor tool and platform simulation
The SunFloor tool handles the front-end design of NoCs
in the proposed ﬂow (see Fig. 2). In the ﬁrst phase of the
ﬂow, the user speciﬁes the objectives and constraints that
should be satisﬁed by the NoC. The application trafﬁc
characteristics and the area and power models for the NoC
components are also taken as inputs. The SunFloor tool
automatically derives the NoC architecture that optimizes
the user objectives while satisfying the design constraints.
The different steps in this phase are presented in detail in
Fig. 5. In the outer iterations, the key NoC architectural
parameters (frequency of operation and link width) are
varied within a set of suitable values. The bandwidth
available on each NoC link is the product of the NoC
frequency and the link width. During the topology
generation step, the algorithm ensures that the trafﬁc on
each link is less than or equal to its available bandwidth.
The topology generation step is performed once for each
set of architectural parameters of the target design space.
Several topologies with different numbers of switches are
explored, starting from a topology where all the cores are
connected to one switch, to one where each core is
connected to a separate switch. The analysis of each
topology includes ﬁnding the size of the switches, establish-
ing the connectivity between the switches and connectivity
with the cores, and ﬁnding deadlock-free routes for the
different trafﬁc ﬂows. Subsequently, to have an accurate
estimate of the design area and wire lengths, the ﬂoor-
planning of each candidate topology is automatically
performed, based on the NoC area models and user-
speciﬁed values for the area demands of the other cores in
the design. The ﬂoorplanning process thus determines the
2D position of the cores and network components. For this
purpose, we use Parquet [52], a fast and accurate ﬂoor-
planner. Based on the frequency point and the obtained
wire lengths, any timing violation on the wires is detected
and the power consumption on the links is obtained.
Eventually, from the set of all synthesized topologies and
architectural parameter design points, the topology and the
architectural conﬁguration that optimize the user’s objec-
tives, while satisfying all the design constraints, are chosen.As shown in Fig. 2, the next step of the ﬂow is based on
the pipesCompiler tool [50].  pipesCompiler takes care
of generating the RTL SystemC code of the complete
platform, by conﬁguring and interconnecting the  pipes
soft macros based on the speciﬁcations of SunFloor. This
includes the automatic generation of routing tables, based
on the actual communication ﬂows required by the
application.
Once the SystemC code is available, it can be used in
multiple ways. To get accurate simulation in a ﬂexible
environment, we integrate the NoC in MPARM (Fig. 6), a
SystemC cycle-accurate virtual platform [53]. MPARM
allows for accurate injection of functional trafﬁc patterns
as generated by real cores (processors, DMA engines, etc.)
during a benchmark run. Further, it provides facilities for
debugging, statistics collection and tracing.
4.5. Achieving design closure
The ﬂow outlined in Fig. 2 is composed of several steps.
Therefore, quickly achieving the design closure is not
trivial. We tackle the problem in several ways. First, we try
to make sure as early as possible, i.e., during the topology
generation phase itself, that the timing constraints after the
place&route phase will not be violated. This is a key
property of SunFloor and a must in other similar tools
developed to bring NoCs to state-of-the-art MPSoC design
ﬂows. The use of accurate area, power and timing models
for the NoC components further bridges the gap between
the topology design phase and the back-end physical-
design phase.
In addition, to bridge the gap between the initial trafﬁc
models (application task graph) and the actual observed
trafﬁc after simulating the designed NoC, we introduce the
use of a mismatch parameter. If the performance con-
straints are not met during simulation, the input trafﬁc
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process is repeated. This parameter is read as part of the
input speciﬁcations by the topology selection engine. The
user can manually tune the parameter; conservative values
will guarantee very fast design closure, while aggressive
settings may need redesign iterations but will very closely
tailor the NoC to the actual trafﬁc characteristics (see
Section 6.4). Several other options are also supported by
the topology generation engine, such as support for cores
with ﬁxed locations in the layout (due to pin/pad
constraints).
5. Back-end of a NoC implementation ﬂow
Due to the quick pace of lithographic miniaturization, it
is nowadays well known that a number of physical-level
process issues related to deep sub-micron fabrication (such
as wire delays and leakage power) are affecting designs.
Understanding these issues is clearly key to tackling them,
for example, by compensating for them at the architectural
and tooling level.
In the case of NoCs, the relationship among back-end
ﬂows and architectural design is even stricter due to several
factors. First, NoCs are intended to be large structures,
spread across a whole chip. As such, several design issues,
such as clock tree distribution, wire delays and variability,
play a key role in NoCs. Second, NoCs are also designed to
interconnect a large number of heterogeneous components
and devices, each of which could come as a pre-built, pre-
characterized core macro. Thus, it is key to be able to
leverage standard back-end industrial toolchains for NoCFig. 7. The synthesisdesign; otherwise, the effort of developing customized
infrastructure would be impossible to afford.
In the following, we present an outline of the proposed
back-end ﬂow for NoCs, subsequently focusing our
attention on speciﬁc portions of the ﬂow that have
particular relevance to tackle NoC synthesis in latest
technology nodes, and the insights we gain from our study
of NoC implementations.
5.1. The  pipes back-end infrastructure
In the proposed NoC design and synthesis framework
for pipes, we provide a complete back-end ﬂow (see
Fig. 7). As a main assumption of the NoC designs studied
in this paper, without any loss of generality in our
conclusions, we focus on standard cell-based physical
implementations. In fact, although full custom design does
certainly improve results, it does also greatly decrease
ﬂexibility and largely increases design time; thus, it is not a
desirable practise for the design of current (and specially
forthcoming) MPSoC interconnects. First, we perform
logic synthesis by utilizing standard Synopsys tools;
however, this step must be augmented with placement
awareness, as will be discussed in Section 5.2. We support
this procedure both on 90 and 65 nm technology libraries
by a partner foundry, tuned for different performance/
power trade-offs, with different threshold and supply
voltages.
During synthesis, we can optionally instruct the tools to
save power when buffers are inactive by applying clock
gating to NoC blocks. The gating logic can be instantiatedﬂow for pipes.
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which are a large majority of the datapath ﬂip–ﬂops of
 pipes.
We subsequently perform the detailed placement&rout-
ing step within Synopsys Astro [54]. First, we feed Astro
with a coarse ﬂoorplan, generated either manually or by
SunFloor. This ﬂoorplan contains hard macros and soft
macros, separated by fences. The hard macros represent
cores and memories and are modeled as black boxes. Hard
macros are deﬁned with a Library Exchange Format (LEF)
ﬁle and a Verilog Interface Logical Model, and obstruct an
area of choice. These boxes also obstruct some of the metal
layers laying directly above; the exact number of ob-
structed levels is conﬁgurable, depending on how many
metal layers the cores are supposed to require and on
whether over-the-cell routing should be allowed for the
NoC wires vs. between-the-cell. Soft macros are also boxes;
they enclose the modules of pipes, and the placement
tool is allowed to operate within them as long as the fences
are not trespassed. By constraining the placement tool to
operate on a ‘‘tile’’ at a time, the solution space is
dramatically pruned, and relatively fast runtimes can be
achieved. For proper results, however, it becomes neces-
sary to specify rough timing constraints at the soft macro
boundaries; we achieve this by pre-characterization of the
links (Section 5.4).
The next step in the ﬂow is clock tree insertion. We
instantiate a clock tree within each soft macro, to minimize
the memory requirements and runtime of this operation;
the clock trees are then attached to a common source and
balanced at the global level. The clock tree can leverage
clock borrowing algorithms in the tools. In other words,
instead of trying to fully erase clock skews (an impossible
task anyway), the skews are exploited to accommodate the
delay properties of the circuits, by supplying wider clock
periods where the logic paths are most critical. Once the
clock tree has been generated, its wires are kept untouched
within the tool, to prevent further skews from appearing.
At this point, the power supply nets are added. Two
main schemes are available. Traditionally, power rings
(metal lines carrying the power supply voltages) are laid
around the die; as an alternative, a power grid can be laid
across the chip in the topmost metal layers. The latter
choice requires more metal resources, but minimizes IR
drops (voltage drops and ﬂuctuations due to resistive effects
in the supply networks and to the current draw). Therefore,
we choose power grids, so as to maximize voltage stability.
Finally, the routing tool begins to route the logic wires.
An initial heuristic mapping lays the wires; this initial
solution is semi-random and almost certainly violates
essential constraints, such as that of not shorting different
wires. Therefore, Search&Repair (SR) loops are executed to
ﬁx any violations, including those regarding excessive
propagation delays.
As a ﬁnal step, post-routing optimizations are
performed. This stage includes crosstalk minimization,
antenna effect minimization, and insertion of ﬁller cells.A sign-off procedure can be run by using Synopsys
PrimeTime [49] to accurately validate the timing properties
of the resulting design.
Post-layout veriﬁcation and power estimation is
achieved as follows. First, the netlist representing the ﬁnal
placed&routed topology, including accurate delay models,
is simulated by injecting functional trafﬁc through the OCP
ports of the NIs. This simulation is aimed both at verifying
the functionality of the placed fabric and at collecting a
switching activity report. At this point, accurate wire
capacitance and resistance information, as back-annotated
from the placed&routed layout, is combined with the
switching activity report using Synopsys PrimeTime [49].
The output is a layout-aware power/energy estimation of
the simulation.
5.2. Wireload models and placement-aware logic synthesis
The traditional ﬂow for standard cell design features
logic synthesis and placement as two clearly decoupled
stages. While our in-house experience [8] shows that this
ﬂow achieves reasonable results for 130 and 90 nm NoC
designs, we have found the situation to be substantially
different at the 65 nm node.
The origin of the problem lies in the decoupling of the
two steps. Synthesis and placement could be considered as
independent when wire delays were negligible; this is
unfortunately not the case anymore [55]. Since wire delays
can be comparable to logic delays, if not larger, it is crucial
to be able to estimate wire delays already during synthesis.
Since wire delays depend directly on wire length, it is clear
that placement algorithms are also unfortunately affecting
the solution space of synthesis algorithms.
To alleviate the problem, wireload models have been
introduced. Wireload models are pre-characterized equa-
tions, supplied within technology libraries, that attempt to
predict the capacitive load that a gate will have to drive
based on its fan-out and on the overall design area.
Unfortunately, wireload models remain a statistical repre-
sentation of the physical reality, and are therefore an
inaccurate tool to predict delays on a single net basis, given
that each net could exhibit a different behavior. In our
65 nm tests, we experience unacceptable performance
degradation due to either under- or over-estimations of
wire loads. Even when synthesizing single NoC modules
(i.e., even without considering long links), the logic
synthesis tools generate a netlist with the expectation of
some operating frequency; however, after placement, the
actually reachable frequency is often up to 30% worse
(and even lower after the routing phase). Furthermore,
sometimes placement and routing tools simply do not
converge towards any solution at all, trying in vain to
match the expectations set by the logic synthesis step.
To address this issue NoC synthesis in 65 nm requires
placement-aware logic synthesis tools, such as Synopsys
Physical Compiler [56]. Therefore, in the proposed NoC
back-end ﬂow, after a very quick initial logic synthesis
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coarse placement of the current netlist. Next, it iteratively
optimizes the netlist and the placement, based on the actual
wire loads implied by the current candidate placement.
The outcome is a placed netlist that is optimized also
accounting for wire delays.
We also observe in our study of NoC synthesis that other
issues may arise when placing gates into soft macros. For
example, in our test designs, placement tools perform
poorly when modules have to be placed within fences
which are either too small or too wide. While the former
case is clearly understandable, we attribute the unexpected
latter effect to the placement heuristics, which are probably
performing worse when the solution space becomes very
large. The problem must be solved by proper tuning of the
spacing among the soft macro fences and, consequently,
accurate area models of the NoC modules are required to
avoid very time-consuming iterations.R
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Fig. 8. Analysis of two representative pipes switches in different technology
(a) Power, (b) operating frequency, and (c) area.5.3. 65 nm technology libraries and their degrees of freedom
Fig. 8 shows how the power, speed and area of a
reference  pipes NoC switch vary, when synthesized
based on different technology libraries. The experiment
utilizes two 65 nm and two 90 nm libraries, labeled
LP-HVT and LP-LVT; while all of these libraries belong
to the Low Power (LP) family, the High V T (HVT) variant
strives for absolute minimum consumption, while the Low
VT (LVT) variant offers a more performance-oriented
setup. The switches are fully placed&routed, including the
addition of a clock tree.
A ﬁrst observation is that, as hoped, synthesis in 65 nm
technologies indeed offers huge beneﬁts compared to
90 nm; both area and power experience savings around
50% among comparable libraries, while the frequency of
the 65 nm design is higher (at least if the LP-LVT library
variant is chosen).R
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libraries. Figures normalized to the 4 4 switch in the LP-HVT library.
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Fig. 9. Power consumption of 38-bit links of varying lengths at different
operating frequencies. Values normalized to shortest link at slowest
frequency for conﬁdentiality reasons. Missing columns represent infeasible
length/frequency combinations. (a) Performance/power oriented 65 nm
library (LP-LVT) and (b) very low-power 65 nm library (LP-HVT).
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ing for example the power results, already in 90 nm
technology, there is a factor of six difference among the
power consumption of the LP-LVT and LP-HVT imple-
mentations; in 65 nm, this gap increases to 11. Similarly
for frequency, a gap of 3 in 90 nm becomes a gap of 6 in
65 nm. Therefore, when designing for next-generation
technologies, it is in fact impossible to identify a single
technological target. In fact, a very large set of trade-offs is
available, where, by several metrics, results can be up to
one order of magnitude different from one another. Then,
it is the designer’s responsibility to identify the best set
of technological choices in NoC synthesis for the given
project.
5.4. Link delay and power
To assess the impact of global wires, we have studied
65 nm NoC links in isolation from the NoC modules.
An overview of the results is shown in Fig. 9. Several
factors have to be considered in link design, including
obviously length and desired clock frequency. Short or
slow-clocked links do not pose problems. However,
as either length or target frequency is increased, an
undesired rise of power consumption is also observed.
The reason is that when links are pushed for high
performance, back-end tools automatically insert large
amounts of buffering gates, dramatically increasing the
energy cost of the links. If frequency or length are pushed
even further, the links become infeasible, either because
of timing violations or because of crosstalk concerns, i.e.,
the added buffers would be too large to be deployed
without affecting nearby wires. This kind of trade-off
among link performance, feasibility and power consump-
tion is crucial to the NoC designer.
Another extremely important dependency we observe
is on the speciﬁc technology library used. As seen in
Section 5.3, especially at the 65 nm node, a single
‘‘technology library’’ is no longer realistic for NoC designs
based on standard cells. In fact, manufacturing technolo-
gies are spreading across a variety of processes optimized
for speciﬁc uses, such as, LP or high performance, with
several intermediate levels featuring, for example, different
threshold voltage values. In this case, if very low-power
libraries are used, the size and speed of the buffers
interleaved along wires become dramatically inferior,
which results in much tighter constraints on frequency of
operation or length. Fig. 9(a) reports power consumption
for the 65 nm LP-LVT library, while Fig. 9(b) describes the
LP-HVT variant. These results show that NoC links
implemented using the LP-HVT library are substantially
more power-effective, but impose much tighter constraints
on link feasibility. Hence, the availability of ﬂoorplan-
aware and technology-aware high-level design automation
tools becomes key to pruning the NoC-based design space
and to identifying the best libraries for each design
according to its particular constraints.A way to tackle the timing violations on long NoC links,
other than just inserting electrical buffers, is link pipelining.
Pipeline stages are clocked registers interleaved along the
links. By providing one or more extra clock periods to
traverse long distances, they solve the link infeasibility
problem at a much lower cost than, e.g., that of deploying
whole NoC switches in the middle of the links. In some
cases, pipelining may even produce more power-effective
solutions than regular wire buffering along particularly
critical links. However, it incurs a performance cost of one
extra cycle of latency. Another major drawback is that
NoC ﬂow control must be extended to account for the fact
that feedback signals are now coming back after multiple
clock cycles instead of in the same clock period. This can be
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endpoints, and using plain registers as pipeline elements, or
by pipelining the link with ﬂow control-aware elements,
without touching the buffers and logic at the endpoints.
The latter approach proves better in our experience [23]. In
all cases, since link pipelining affects both the RTL
description of the architecture and its latency, the need
for higher-level (but technology-aware) CAD tools able to
pro-actively accounting for them arises clearly.
5.5. Wire routability issues in NoCs
All the issues (e.g., crosstalk) applying to global wires in
NoCs also apply, to a smaller extent, to local wires. This
means that local wires are increasingly critical too in latest
and forthcoming technology nodes. As a result, in wire-
intensive components, such as, NoC switches, which are
essentially crossbars, it becomes difﬁcult to simultaneously
achieve signal integrity, timing closure, and routability
(i.e., ﬁnding a wire layout in such a way that design rules
are respected). As tools automatically try to make wires as
straight and short as possible to improve timing, and insert
spacing among them to avoid crosstalk, a number of
Design Rule Check (DRC) violations may occur, including
overlapping/shorted wires. Routing tools automatically
try to remove DRC violations, for example, by means
of SR iterations; the design is virtually split into sub-
blocks, and the tools begin trying to resolve routing
violations one block at a time. If many violations occur, it
is unlikely that all will be automatically ﬁxed in the NoC
synthesis ﬂow, so designers have to resort to alternate
ways, including: Manual intervention on the layout, as in full custom
design. Of course this is extremely time-consuming and
non-reusable, and is normally only undertaken when the
violations in the NoC design are very few. Decreasing the row utilization, i.e., spreading the
module out into a larger area. Ideally this leaves more
space for wire routing, but since it may also affect the
output of placement (possibly causing the placement
algorithm to diverge from timing closure, as discussed
above), this alternative must be experimentally explored
in future research. In any case, this approach implies at
least an area cost. Decreasing the target frequency. Wires are allowed to
take less straight paths to their destinations without
violating timing constraints, and crosstalk is less of an
issue, allowing for tighter wire packing. This strategy is
very effective in removing DRC violations in NoC
synthesis, but its obvious cost is lower performance. Hierarchical ﬂoorplanning. This approach tries to better
direct the algorithms of the routing tool, by allowing
for pre-optimizations and by splitting the problem
complexity. Our experience shows that its effectiveness
in NoC synthesis depends on the speciﬁc module at
hand, and must be weighted against the extra designeffort at the tool scripting level (usually considerable).
Furthermore, hierarchical ﬂoorplanning prevents sev-
eral optimizations that tools can perform on ﬂattened
designs. Thus, in the case of NoC switches, this strategy
seems to be of limited use in our experience. In fact, if
the designer has to manually position even the sub-
blocks of switches, just deploying more, smaller switches
would require much less effort.
In Fig. 10 we show how frequency scales when implement-
ing  pipes switches of increasing cardinality in a 65 nm
LP-MVT (medium V T ) technology.
The ﬁrst observation we can draw is that placement-
aware synthesis is working as expected for the smaller
switches; there are no signiﬁcant gaps among the timing
predictions of Physical Compiler and the timing actually
reached by Astro after placement&routing. The most
interesting result that we observe, however, concerns
switches larger than 10 10 (in 65 nm process technology).
The logic synthesis tools are now aware of placement, but
not yet of routing. Starting from 14 14, the wire density
in the switch crossbars becomes just too high to
simultaneously comply with timing objectives, guarantee
crosstalk freedom, and resolve DRC violations. Due to the
goal priorities we set in our scripts for  pipes switches, we
achieve the former two, but get an increasing amount of
the third, ranging from hundreds ð14 14Þ to tens of
thousands ð30 30Þ. This number of DRC violations in
NoC synthesis is clearly unacceptable for manual ﬁxing,
and must be tackled automatically. The two possible
options for ﬁxing are increasing the switch area or
decreasing the switch frequency. The former option proves
ineffective; for example, in the 30 30 case, the violations
are not ﬁxed even with a ﬁnal row utilization of 60%
(i.e., by leaving 40% of the switch ﬂoorplan empty), which
is much below typical industrial rates of 85% [1,10].
The latter option gives somewhat better results, making
14 14 and 18 18 switches routable at a 25–30%
frequency cost, but still fails on larger switches, even after
more than halving the frequency targets. Therefore, our
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Fig. 11. VOPD custom topology ﬂoorplan and core graph.
Table 2
Comparisons with standard topologies
Application Topologies Power (mW) Avg. hops Area (mm2) Time (min)
VPROC Custom 79.64 1.67 47.68 68.45
Mesh 301.8 2.58 51.0
Opt-mesh 136.1 2.58 50.51
MPEG4 Custom 27.24 1.5 13.49 4.04
Mesh 96.82 2.17 15
Opt-mesh 60.97 2.17 15.01
VOPD Custom 30.0 1.33 23.56 4.47
Mesh 95.94 2.0 23.85
Opt-mesh 46.48 2.0 23.79
MWD Custom 20.53 1.15 15 3.21
Mesh 90.17 2.0 13.6
Opt-mesh 38.60 2.0 13.8
PIP Custom 11.71 1 8.95 2.07
Mesh 59.87 2.0 9.6
Opt-mesh 24.53 2.0 9.3
IMP Custom 52.13 1.44 29.66 31.52
Mesh 198.9 2.11 29.4
Opt-mesh 80.15 2.11 29.4
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technology nodes.
As a consequence, even though the DRC violations for
some switches of intermediate radix can be ﬁxed, our
studies suggest that avoiding large switches altogether may
be the best option for NoC implementations in latest
technology nodes. This is also due to system-level effects
that would result from using large centralized blocks. For
example, since many components (NIs or other switches)
would be connected to such large switches, ﬂoorplan-level
congestion would arise: some, if not all, of the other entities
would then need to be placed far away from the high-radix
switch. In turn, this would require several long links, which
would demand aggressive buffering or even pipelining, as
discussed above, and therefore bring further performance,
area and power costs.
6. Experiments and case studies
In this section we illustrate our analyses of NoC
architectures through the application of the proposed
NoC-based design ﬂow to several case studies that
represent modern multimedia MPSoC architectures. In
addition, we compare custom NoC architectures with
respect to regular NoC-based solutions, such as different
types of mesh-based topologies.
6.1. Experiments on MPSoC benchmarks
We have applied the proposed topology design procedure
to six different MPSoC benchmarks, namely, a Video
PROCessor (VPROC) of 42 cores, an MPEG4 decoder
(MPEG4) of 12 cores, a Video Object Plane Decoder
(VOPD) of 12 cores, a Multi-Window Display (MWD)
application of 12 cores, a Picture-in-Picture (PIP) applica-
tion of 8 cores and an IMage Processing (IMP) application
of 23 cores. We refer the readers to [43] for the commu-
nication characteristics of some of these benchmarks.
For comparison, we generated both custom and mesh
topologies for the benchmarks, by modifying the design
procedure to synthesize NoCs based on mesh structure. To
obtain mesh topologies, we generated a design with each
core connected to a single switch and restrict the switch
sizes to have 5 input/output ports. We also generated a
variant of the basic mesh topology: optimized mesh
(opt-mesh), where those ports and links that are unused
by the trafﬁc ﬂows are removed.
The core graph and the ﬂoorplan for the custom
topology synthesized by our tool for one of the bench-
marks (VOPD) are shown in Fig. 11. The network power
consumption (power consumption across the switches and
links), average hop count and design area results for the
different benchmarks are also presented in Table 2. Note
that the average hop count is the same for mesh and
opt-mesh, as in the opt-mesh only the unused ports and
links of the mesh have been removed and the rest of the
connections are maintained. The custom topology resultsin an average of 2:78 improvement in power consumption
and 1:59 improvement in hop count when compared to
the standard mesh topologies. The area of the designs with
the different topologies is similar, thanks to efﬁcient
ﬂoorplanning of the designs. It can be seen from Fig. 11
that only very little slack area is left in the ﬂoorplan. This is
because we consider the area of the network elements
during the ﬂoorplanning process, and not after the ﬂoor-
planning of blocks. The total runtime of the topology
synthesis and architectural parameter setting process for
the different benchmarks is presented in Table 2. Given the
large problem sizes and very large solution space that is
explored (8 different frequency steps, 4 different link
widths, 42 cores for VPROC and several calls to the
ﬂoorplanner) and the fact that the NoC parameter setting
and topology synthesis are important phases, the runtime
of the engine is not large. This is mainly due to the use of
hierarchical tools for partitioning and ﬂoorplanning, and
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topology in the proposed NoC design ﬂow. Hence, our
results illustrate that optimized application-speciﬁc NoC
synthesis for MPSoCs can be performed in a limited time.
In addition, we have performed comparisons of synthe-
sized topologies against several other standard topologies.
For mapping the cores onto the standard topologies, we
used the tool from [57]. We optimized the topologies for
performance, subject to the design and timing constraints
of the target application. The comparisons against 5
standard topologies (mesh, torus, hypercube, Clos and
butterﬂy) for an IMP benchmark with 25 cores are
presented in Fig. 12. The custom topology synthesized
by our method shows large performance improvements
(an average of 1:73) over the standard topologies.
As an interesting observation, we found that prohibiting
certain turns to avoid deadlocks during routing has a
negligible impact on the power and performance results for
all of the benchmarks. This is because, even if some turns
are avoided, the path computation procedure could easily
ﬁnd other paths with low cost, as several alternative low
cost paths exist between each source and destination.
6.2. Layout-level comparisons
Using the 130 nm technology library, we had earlier
manually developed a NoC design for an MPSoC that runs
multimedia benchmarks [8]. The design consists of 30
cores: 10 ARM7 processors with caches, 10 private
memories (a separate memory for each processor), 5
custom trafﬁc generators, 5 shared memories and devices
to support inter-processor communication. The hand-
designed NoC has 15 switches connected in a 5 3
quasi-mesh network (2 cores connected to each switch),
shown in Fig. 13(a). The design is highly optimized, with
the private memories being connected to the processors
across a single switch and the shared memories distributed
around the switches. The layout of the design is presentedin Fig. 13(b); as shown, the mesh structure was maintained
in the layout. Each of the cores has an area of 1mm2 [8] in
the design. The entire process, from topology speciﬁcation
to layout generation took weeks because of several
feedback loops required to ﬁx several timing and area
violations, and to optimize the ﬁnal design according to the
required performance by target multimedia MPSoC. The
post-layout NoC could support a maximum frequency of
operation of 885MHz, which is determined by the critical
path in the switch pipeline. The power consumption of the
topology for functional trafﬁc has been evaluated to be
368mW.
We applied our topology synthesis process with the
objective of minimizing power consumption, to automati-
cally synthesize the NoC for this application. We set the
design constraints and the required frequency of operation
to be the same (885MHz) as those of the hand-designed
topology. The synthesized NoC topology and the layout
are presented in Figs. 13(c) and (d). The synthesized
topology has fewer switches (8 switches) than the hand-
designed topology. It can support the same maximum
frequency of operation (885MHz), without any timing
violation on the wires. As we had taken into account the
wire lengths during the synthesis process to estimate the
frequency that could be supported, we could synthesize
the most power efﬁcient topology that would still meet the
target frequency. Moreover, to reach such a design point
manually would require several iterations of topology
design and place&route phases, which would have been a
very time-consuming process.
Layout-level power consumption calculations on func-
tional trafﬁc show that the synthesized topology has
277mW power consumption, which is 1:33 lower than
the hand-designed topology. Given the fact that the hand-
designed topology is highly optimized, with much of the
communicating trafﬁc (which is between the ARM cores
and their private memories) traversing only one switch,
these savings are achieved entirely from efﬁciently spread-
ing the shared memories around the different switches. The
layout of the hand-designed NoC was manually optimized
to a large extent (by moving switches, NIs) to reduce the
area of the design. The layout of the synthesized topology
is obtained completely automatically, and still the area of
the design is close to that of the manual design (only a
marginal 4.3% increase in area).
We performed cycle-accurate simulations of the hand-
designed and the synthesized NoCs for two multimedia
benchmarks. The total application time for the benchmarks
(including computation time) and the average packet
latencies for read transactions for the topologies are
presented in Figs. 14(a) and (b). The custom topology
not only matches the performance of the hand-designed
topology, but provides an average of 10% reduction in
total execution time and of 11.3% in packet latency. Thus,
these results prove that suitable CAD and tooling support
can effectively enable competitive NoC synthesis for latest
MPSoCs.
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The maximum frequency of operation that can be
supported by the NoC switches depends on the number of
switch I/O ports and process technology, as outlined earlier
in Fig. 3 for 130nm process technology and Fig. 10 for
65nm process technology. Thus, as the required NoC
operating frequency increases and the process technology
shrinks, the synthesized topologies tend to have switches of
lower cardinality. However, this trend needs to be experi-
mentally validated. Thus, in another set of experiments we
have studied the impact of the required NoC frequency on
the topology synthesis process. We have considered the
multimedia MPSoC considered in Section 6.2 and applied
the SunFloor tool to synthesize the most power-efﬁcient
topology for different operating frequency constraints. The
number of switches used in the synthesized topologies fordifferent NoC frequencies is presented in Fig. 15. From this
plot we can infer that at low operating frequencies, a
topology with few, but large switches results in the most
power optimal design. This is due to the fact that the
increase in power consumption is mostly linear with the
increase in switch size [48]. Thus, in a design with fewer
switches, the trafﬁc ﬂows traverse shorter paths, thereby
leading to designs with better power consumption. Never-
theless, as the required NoC operating frequency increases,
the timing delay constraints cannot be met by large switches
(i.e., larger than 10 10), as shown in Fig. 10 (especially for
65nm process technology), thereby the optimal design point
moves to topologies with more switches, with fewer ports.
As the proposed tool ﬂow automatically considers the
frequency constraint of the switches as well, we are able to
prune the infeasible design points, violating timing con-
straints early in the design process.
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When the designed NoC is simulated, there can be some
mismatch between the observed trafﬁc patterns and the
initial trafﬁc estimates. This may be either because of
inaccurate trafﬁc models or because of dynamic effects,
such as congestion. Note that it would be too time
consuming to simulate each topology during the synthesis
process. Thus, in case the on-chip interconnect require-
ments are loosely known, to bridge the gap between
topology synthesis and simulation, we use the concept of amismatch parameter in the NoC design ﬂow (see Section
4.5 for more details); in this case, the input trafﬁc rates are
multiplied by the value of this parameter. The parameter
can be fed as an input to the synthesis engine by the
designer. In fact, it is initially set to 1 and the user can
manually tune the parameter and re-design the NoC if
necessary, until the simulations satisfy the required
performance level. The effect of increasing the parameter
on performance for the MPEG4 NoC is presented in
Fig. 16. These results illustrate that inaccurate estimations
of NoC trafﬁc in ﬁnal MPSoCs can signiﬁcantly affect the
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Thus, extensions and suitable use of this new concept to
handle localized congestion effects in the NoC are a very
challenging problem in future NoC research.
7. Future challenges in NoC design
Despite the large body of research devoted to NoCs in
the last years, specially to achieve a mature CAD level to
integrate NoC-based interconnects in state-of-the-art de-
sign ﬂows for MPSoCs, much remains to be done. Many of
the open challenges relate to the seamless integration of
physical-design considerations, architectural developments
and comprehensive tooling support. For example, several
synchronous, mesochronous and asynchronous implemen-
tations have been proposed in NoC literature. There is a
consensus on the system-level need of integrating blocks at
different operating frequencies, which is also often called
a Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous (GALS)
paradigm [9]. However, as of today, the dilemma of which
NoC alternative to choose in this context has not been fully
cleared: synchronous choices (interspersed with a minimum
amount of clock converters) have been claiming rapid
development times and minimum overhead, while the
alternatives claim, for example, superior robustness to
process variance [21,27,28]. Furthermore, to the best of our
knowledge, none of the contending approaches has yet
comprehensively tackled the issue of dynamic frequency
(and possibly also voltage) scaling [1,10]; some open
questions in this research area include how to best devise
mechanisms for NoC partitioning, how to best control the
operating parameters of each NoC partition statically or at
runtime, etc.
A completely new research ﬁeld revolves around 3D
NoCs [58–60], designed as the backbone for next-genera-
tion stacked chips. In this case, much work remains to be
done. Moreover, since the manufacturing technology is not
fully mature, many crucial design parameters (such as the
attainable density, yield and speed of vertical intercon-
nects) remain unclear. Depending on these parameters,
many different NoC architectures and topologies can be
envisioned. Some of the key upcoming challenges in this
ﬁeld include the potential need for pervasive fault
tolerance, the design of a new generation of CAD tools
for NoC topology exploration, and the issue of clock
domain synchronization (if not even of bridging among
different signaling methods) across stack layers.
NoC reconﬁguration is also a broad topic [10]. While
several approaches have been published to reconﬁguring
NoCs (either completely, on FPGAs, or just with new
routing tables, in ASICs) [36,61], our impression is that
many links are missing before fully reconﬁgurable, hazard-
and deadlock-free, low-resource-overhead NoCs can be
available. Furthermore, even then, the larger problem of
efﬁciently deciding how to reconﬁgure NoCs at runtime,
based on changing application demands, will represent a
challenging problem to be solved.8. Conclusions
Emerging consumer applications demand a very high
level of performance in the next generation of embedded
devices. Therefore, new techniques and interconnection
mechanisms that can provide solutions for an efﬁcient
design of these complex forthcoming embedded archi-
tectures are greatly needed. NoCs have emerged as a
promising structured way of realizing interconnections on
silicon, overcoming the limitations of bus-based solutions.
In this paper, we have performed a thorough study of the
current state-of-the-art of NoC implementations using a
design ﬂow targeting the new trends imposed by deep sub-
micron manufacturing processes. Also, we have presented a
comparative analysis of different NoC fabrics ranging from
regular topologies to highly tuned custom NoCs.
In this regard, we have illustrated that to have fewer
design re-spins and faster time-to-market, design ﬂows for
NoC interconnects need to integrate the architectural
models with back-end physical design models, thereby
bridging a big design gap in NoC synthesis and creating
on-chip interconnects free from deadlocks. Moreover, to
handle the wiring complexity issue in NoC synthesis,
accurate estimations of the interconnect delay and power
consumption of the basic building blocks of NoCs early in
the design phase are key to produce suitable interconnects
for latest MPSoCs. We have also shown that custom NoC
topology design, where a NoC is tailored to ﬁt the target
application, has noticeable potential beneﬁts with respect
to regular topologies, such as, mesh-based NoCs. All in all,
the current NoC architectural blocks and design ﬂows for
custom NoC topology design have reached a level of
maturity comparable to traditional bus-based on-chip
interconnects. In fact, the presented design ﬂow is currently
able to synthesize a complete NoC-based custom inter-
connect for a certain MPSoC architecture, starting from a
high-level speciﬁcation, in few hours.
Nevertheless, several research directions still exist to
make feasible efﬁcient designs of NoC interconnects for
new nano-scale devices and technologies. First, efﬁcient
support at the NoC level to handle blocks of MPSoCs
working at different operating frequencies or GALS is still
an open question. Also, mechanisms for NoC partitioning
to provide QoS for new downloaded applications is a very
challenging problem. Additionally, the possible beneﬁts of
applying runtime dynamic control to NoCs (e.g., dynamic
routing schemes) to improve the efﬁciency of design-time
MPSoC conﬁgurations is an open question. All these
extensions to current NoC designs would require changes
in both the topology generation algorithm and architectur-
al implementations. Finally, a novel and very interesting
research avenue is the design of 3D NoCs, which target
next-generation stacked chips. In this regard, according to
the yield and speed of vertical interconnects, many
different NoC architectures and topologies can be envi-
sioned, as well as the possible inclusion of various fault
tolerant schemes, and the deﬁnition of suitable choices for
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support in this case would become even more critical and
we expect a large set of new research challenges for NoC
design in this area.References
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